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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 
---- .- 

TECHNICAL NOTE NO. 633 
--- 

SPINNING CHARACTERISTICS OF WINGS 

V - H.A.C.A. 0009, 23018, AND 6718 MONOPLANE WINGS 

By M. J. Bamber and R. 0. House -- 

SUMMARY 

Three rectangular monoplane wings having rounded tips 
were tested on the N.A.C.A. spinning balance inthe 5-foot 
vertical mind tunnel. The airfoil sections used were the 
N.A.C.A. 0009, 23018, and 6718. L 

The aerodynamic characteristics of the models and a . -. 
prediction of the angles of sideslip for steady spins are 
given. There is included. an estimate of the yawing moment 
that must be furnished by parts of the airplane to-balance=? 

1 
-~ -- - the inertfa couples and wing yawing moments for spinning _ 

equilibrium. -..- 
The predicted angles of sideslip and yawfqg 

moments required for spinning equilibrfum for a Clark Y 
wing with the same plan form are include& for comparison. 

\ 

INTRODUCTION -. 

In order to provide necessary data for predicting air- 
plane spinning characteristics from the design features, 
the N.A.C.A. is conducting an extensive investfgation to 
determine the aerodynamic characteristics of airplane mod- 

-- 

els and models of airp,lane parts in spinning attitudes. -r- .-. - . ..-- 

The investigation to determine the spinning character- 
istics of wfngs, in which the N.A.C.A. spinning balance 
was usea, included variations in airfoil section, plan 
form, and tip shape of monoplane wings and variations in-. 
stagger of biplane cellules. 

-A._ --. .The first and third se-es ~_ 

of tests reported mere made of Clark-Y monoplane wings with 
rectangular plan forms, mith square and rounded tfps, ana 
with a 5:2 tapered plan form having roun&ed. tips (references 
1 and 2). The second ana fourth series mere made of-a ret- ~~~~"~~ 
tangular Clark Y biplane cellule mi,th -0.25, 0, and 0.25 
stagger and are reporttea in references 3~~GiZ~4.~ ..- --._ ___- 

-- 
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This report gives the aerodynamfc characteristics in 
spinning attitudes of N.A.C.A. 23018, 6718, and 0009 ret- 
tangular monoplane wings with rounded tips. Data for the 
Clark Y wing p-reviously tested are included for comparison. 
The discussion of the data is based on the method of analy- 
sis given in reference 1. 

APPARATUS AND MODELS 

The tests were made on the spinning balance in the 
N.A.C.A.,5--foot vertical mind tunnel. The tunnel is de-, 
scribed in reference 5 and the &component balance in ref- 
erence-6. 

-- 

The wings meremade of laminated mahogany to.the..=.= 
N.A.C.A. 0009, 23018, and 6718 airfoil sections. They are- 
rectangular in p.lan form with rounded tips, and have an 
aspect ratio of 6. The tip plan form is cqmposed of quad-. 
rants of similar ellipses. The section profile Js main- 1 
tained to the end of the wings and, in elevation, the max- 
inum upper-surface section points are in one plane. This 
tip shape, as shown in figure 1, has been designated the 
tXArmylr tip, F%@re .2 shows the N.A.C.A. 6718 model mount; - 
od on the balance. 

.- . 

. 
m- 

TESTS 

In order to cover the probable spinning ranged tests 
mere made at angles o.f FLttack of 30°, 40°, 5Oo, 60 , and 
7o". At each angle of attack tests were made with side- 
slip angles of-loo, 5O, O", -5o,'and --loo for the N.A.C.A. 
0909 and 6718 airfo2ls nnd of.5", O", ~5', and -10' for the 
N.A.C;A. 23018 airfoil. At each angle of attack at each. 
angle of sideslip, tests mere made mfth values of hb/2V 
of 0.25, 0.50,.5,75, and 1.00. The angles of attack were 
referred to the chord of thesoction in the plane of sym- 
metry. The angles olideslip mere measured at t-h-e quar- 
ter-chord point-in the plane of symmetry- of the mrng, nhtih- 
was the cantor of rotation for all tests. Because cf varf- 
ations botwoen individual balance readings, at least one 
ropocttest was mado for cnch c'ondition and an average Of 
the individual moasuremonts was usod to compute the coeffi- 
cients. 

The tunnel air speed was 70 feet per second for tests 
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with sJb/2!V = 0.25 nnd 0.50, 
for !Jb/2V = 

and GO.an,d 45 feet per second 
0.75 and 1.00, respectively. The Reynolds 

Numbers of the tests were about 210,000 for the highest - 
air spcod and 140,000 for the lorrest airspeed. Previous 
tests shol-rcd no appreciable change in scale effect for 
this range. - --_-_ 

RESULTS AND DIS'CUSSION i 
- .- 

The data rrere converted to coefficient form by the 
. folloning relations: L 

All cbefficients ark-standard N.A.G,A. coefficients exce_at 
0 '- i 

my nhich is based on the span instead of the ch;rd of 
the wing, and it may be converted to the standard'cboffi- 
cient by multiplying by 6. All coefficients-are given 
conventional signs for right spi-ns (references 1 and 6): 
The coefficients and moments are given-about the quarter- 
chord point of the lorer surface of the xing. . 

The coefficients of longitudinal force in the earth 
system of axes Cx,, and of all six components of the - -. 
forces and moments in,.the body system of axes are given in 
tables I, II, and III. Sample curves of Cx,,, Cl, Cm, and 

%l are given in figures 3 to 6. 

The data are believed to be correct to within the fol- 
loving limits: 

. __~__ _ -. = 

cp 9 hO.02 cX' f0.02 --cY ' kO.01 

CZ' - kO.02 c: m' fO.002 .- -...-Gb, *to.001 

C n* *0.001 

No corrections have been ma-de for t.&e_effects of jet. 
boundary, scale, or interference of the balance. 
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Vcri,ation of.the coefficients.with airfoil section.- --- 
The longitudinal-force coefficients Cx,, generally de- 
crease in the order N.A.C.A; 6718, Clark Y, N.A.C.A, 0009, 
and N.A.C.A. 23018 (fig. 3). The values of the rolling- 
moment coefficients CL generally are algebraically less 
for the wings in the following order: 1LA.C.A.. 6718, 
Clark Y, N.A.C.A. 23018, and R.A.C.A, 0009 (fig. 4). .The 
variations in Cl with angle of attack, angle of sideslip, 
and nb/2V are about the same for all the wings. The ab- 
solute values of the pitching-moment coefficients Cm gen- 
erally decrease in the order H.A.C.8, 6719, Clark Y, 
IT.A.C.Ar 0009, and N.A.G.A. 23018 (fig. 5). The variations 
in Cm with angle of attack, angle of sideslip, and r2b/2V 
are about the same for all the wings. The values of t-he 
yawing-moment coefficients C, generally decrease algebra- 
ically in the order Clark Y, N.A.G.A. 6718, N.A.C.A. 0009, 
and N.A.C.A. 23018 except-t the low angles of attack and 
at large values of nb/2V, in which cases the values for 
the NiA.C.A. 6718 wing are the lowest (figi 6), Tho vari- 
ations of c, for each wing are small ivith changes in an* 
gls of sldeslip and are somevhat larger with changes in 
Rb/2Vi 

. 

For the coefficients of ,aLl wings to be exactly corn- . . -1 
parable, the angles of attack f-r-e&ch.tiing sh9uld have 
been measured from the angle of zero lif.t-and not from the 
chord line. The follomfng coefficients may be corrected 
to the absolute angle of attack by the relations 

cx, II = cp at a - Aa .- 

C = 
mO 

cm at a - Aa 

G, = C, - Ct sin Aa . ..- 
0 

ahere C XII 9 Cz, Cm, and en are the values given in the 
tables and Aa is the angle of attack for zero lift- me&s- 
ured from the chord line. The values of Cl and C 

0 nO 

obtained in this may rvill be approxfmate, but the-actual 
errors involved will be negligible. This same method may 
be used to transfer the data to airplane axes, since the 
wing is usually set to give some lift when the thrust line 

5 
m 

-;i- 
_I 

7 I 
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of the airplane has zero angle of attack. For this case 
Aa will be the'angle between the chord line of-the wing 
and the thrust line when the wing-is set to ,give the re- 
quired lift. 

ANALYSIS 

The data were analyzed to shorn the effects of some of 
the important parameters on the spinning characteristics 
of an airplane using wings similar to-those tested. F&e 
method of analysis with the assumptions used and the errors 
involved is given in references 1 to 6. 

Parameters.- ------ The characteristics of the particular 
airplane determine the values of sing loading, aspect ratio, 
radii of gyration, and pitching moments. The character? 
tics of airplanes have changed eppreciabiy since'thei-%.nves-. 
tigation reported in reference 1; therefore, in the present. - 
analysis' the two sets of parameters-given in the table (p.. 

.6) rrere used. The previous values are the same as those. 
used in references 1 to 4 and are included to allom the re- 
suits in this report to be compared afth the earlier.in- 
vestigations. The present values cre usea to cover the 
range for present-day airplanes. ' ----- 

The values of w cover the range for airplanes that 

arid are normally spun. b2 The early values of -(kZ2 _ ka 

cover the range for the 11 airplanes given in 

reference 7. . -- - 

In each set, all t;le parameters mere varied, one,at a 
time, nhfle the others mere kept at the mean v&lues, ex- __ 
cept 'CL, which was set equal to GX,, for all cases; 

afscussion of results of ar~@ysis.- The angles of 
sidesllp at which the pitching and the rolling moments bal- 
ante in CL steady spin and the yaving moment that must be.- 
furnished by the other parts of the airplane to balance --. .- 
the inertia couples and the ming yarning moments are plot- 
ted against the first set of parameters in figures 7 to=-- 
and against tho second set of parameters in figures 15 to 
22. iTcge.tive v.alucs of C, requlrcd show the amount of 
yntPing moment opposing the spin that must be supplied to 
balance tho resultant aiding moment given by'the sings and 
the inertia couples. It is obvidus that; in order to‘ih- 
3ure a.q;cinst a dangerous spfn, an additional opposing mo- 
mcnt must be supplied as a margin of safety. ..L -- 
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. . ------- 

Pnramet-srs 
--- -w-B- 
Slope of assumed pit-ching- 

moment curve 

-Cm2 I--- 
a-2Q0 

Pitching-moment inertia 
parameter 

b2 ---i-- 
kZ2-kX2 

Relntivo density of 
rzirplr.ne to <air, p 

fm 
'\;3*s?; > 

--------~ ,- , 

Bollfng- 2nd yaming- 
moment inertic parameter 

kZ2-kc 
.--- 
kZa-kX2 

--- --_I 

Lift coafficiont, CL-- - 

- 

I 

, 

( 

( 
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-- 
. __ ..A.; -: 

Previous values .- --- 
0.0010, O.UO15, 

(0.0020)", 0~0025, 
and OiOO30 

50, (8015, 100, 
.znd 120 -- 

--o-P-----. * ~ 

3.5, (5.0>&, 7.5, 
and 10.0 

3.5, (l.OE 1.5, 
and 2.0 

--- 

: L = GX II 

- --- 

Present vclues 
--- 
0b0010, 0.0020, 

(0.0030)'?, 
0.0040, end 
0.0050 

40, @I)", 80, 
nnd 100 

.-- 

2.5, 5.0, (7.5Ja, 
10.0, and 12.5 

,-- - 

0.15, 0.30, 
(0.50)", 1.00, 
and 1.50 

CL = CXl, 

"Values in gnrcntheses nremean values of the parametsrs. 

A = mkXe; the moment of inertia..about the x axis: 

B = mky2, the moment--of inartia about the. Y axis. 

C = mkZe, the momont of inertia about the Z axis. 

I 
T 

n 
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Increasing th,e pitching-moment parameter - -cm 
a - 2o" 

increases the aerodynamic diving moment. An increase may 
be accomglished by increasing the area of the horizontal 
tail surfaces, putting the elevators down, or moving the 
center of gravity of the airplane forward. 

pitching-moment inertia sarameter - b2 
Increasing the 

\ kZa - kXa 
decreases the 

inertfa gitching monent, which has about the same effect 
as increasing the aerodynamic pitching moment. An increase 
may be accomplished by increasfng the aspect ratio of the 
wing or by so distributing the weights in the airplane that 
kz" - kX2 will be reduced mitholit changing the ratio' 

kZa - kiia a----- 
kZa - 2' 

--- 

'cm Increasing ---- or - b= 
a " 200 kZ2 y kXa 

algebraically de- 

creases tne sfdeslip (changes it in the direction: from in- 
ward tonal-d outnard) for all wings and all parameters used. 
(Sea figs. 7, 9, 15, and 17.) The rate of change of the 
sideslip depends upon the angle of attack, the airfoil sec- 
tion, and the other paramote-rs use'd.. The eYfect of incroas- 

ing - -Cm lP 
a - 20 0 or - ---- on 

kZ2 '- kXa % required is about tho . 

scme for each wing mith each set of parameters. Vith the 
first sot of parameters the algebraic values of Cn re- 

. 'Cm .- : --- %2 
: .- 

quired goncrally decrease as - 
a - 2o" 

and . * in- 
kza A kXa 

boas0 (figs. 8 and 10). Vith the second set of parnmcters, 

% 
'Cm reqnirod increases to a maximum at about L---- = 

0.0030 -C a - 2o" 
nnd than generally decreases as __Bf_a increases 

a - 20 
further (fig. 16). 

The >crnmetor P may be increased by increasing the 
wing loading or the span loading and by flying at higher 
altitudes. Increasing I-1 

.._ algebraically fncreases..-the 
sideslip for all apings with both sets of parameters, the 
rate of change being very large mhcn p is PessXGn 5.0 
(figs. .ll and 19). There is a slight tendency fbi C, to 
increase algebraically with j.~ (figs. 12 and 20). 
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The rolling- and yawing-moment inertia parameter 
kza - kYe -I--- 
kz2 - kX2 

may be increased by moving weight from the CCP- ' I 

tor of-gravity out-along the .wing:. Increasing this par&- 
etor algebraically d.ecreases the sideslip except for the 
N.A.C.A. 0009 and B.A.C.A. 23018 wings at 50°, 60°, and 
70" cngle of attack. The rate of. decrease is greatest for 
tho Clark Y ,and N.A.C.A. 6718 wings (figs. 13 and 21). 

Tho algebraic V,>lue of C, decressos as &222z3" in- 
kzB - kXa 

crosses oxcept for the N.A.C.A. 0009 and K.A.C.A. 23018 
win-s at SO0 0 , 6o”, and 70° angle of attack. The rat-c of 

change of 0, 
kZ2 - kya 

with -T--- 
k3 - kX2 

is largest for the N.A.C.A, 

6718 wing (figs. 14 and 22). 

The results shoa that, generally, the algebraic value 
of the sideslia will increase for the wings in the folloa- 
inq order: N.A.C.A. 0009, 1J;A.C.A; 23-018, Clark Y, and 
B.B.C,A. 6718. It is interesting to not-e. that the amount 
of camber-of the wing sections IncreasMn this came or- 
der (fiz. l), It appears, then, that the sideslip is more 
rlependant.upon. the camber than upon the thickness-of the 
T:ring section. 

The general indications are that the algebraic values 
of -c, roquircd decrease in Gho follorting ordor: N,A.C.A. 
23018: n';A.C.A. 0009,,NbA.C.A. 6718, and Clark Y when 
kZ2 - kYs -- .--..-_I - 
kZa - kXa 

fs greater than 1.0; and N.A.S.A. 6718, N.A.C.A- 

23018, IT.A.C.A. 0009, and Clark Y when EL-kY; 
kZs - kX 

is less 

than leO (figs. 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, and 22). The 
lr 1 . . za - kYa 

reason for the order to change when --- 
kZ2 - kXa 

is greater 

or loss than 1.0 is that the inertia yarning moment changes 
sign at that value. 

Pred&cti-o.n of,tho spinninE characteristics Of an a$X2 
nlnno from the,axslysin,-.. I-..- Prodictio_n.. of-,thc .sp.inning c&G!? 

. 

- 

-z 

- 

c 
.- 

c 
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actoristics of an airplane in which any of these monoplane 
wings is used depends largely upon the aerodynamic-yawing- 

.- - 

moment characteristics of the particular airplane. The 
value of C, required, as given in this report, is numeric- 
ally equal and of opposite sign to the sum of the wing yam? --. - .-.- 
ing-moments and the inertia couples. -At any angle of at- 
tack, mhen this value of' C, is -supplied by- the--empennage, 
fuselage, and interference effects a steady spin will result 
provided that the equilibrium is stable; for any othor value 
of c, the airplane mill not spin at that at.titudo. In LT.7 
dcr to insure against a steady spin in any attitude, a ~aluo 

of %l opposing the spin mu.st be provided that is larger 
.- 

th>n any attainable value of C, required for that particu- 
lar loading condition. The yawing moment supplied by tho 
emDonnS.go, fuselage, and intorfcronce effects depends upon 

.:. -_ 

the sidoslip, the sizo and shnpa of the fuselage and tail 
surface 9, the location of the horizontal tail-surfaces nith 

- 

respect to the fuselage, fin, and rudder, the amount of .fin 
aroa chead of the center of gravity, the interference of- 
facts betnoon the rring and the rest of the airplane, and 
the limits of the control movements. Data on some of these---- 
effects are reported in rofcronce 6 and in rcfarenccs 8 to _. 
13. The geometry of the syin indicates that the vert.fcal 
tail surfaces should become more effective in producing & 

._ -__ ..- 

yaning moment opposing the spin as the sideslip becomes more 
outward. Fin area ahead of the canter of- gravity nil1 ixvo- --~ 
yzvring moments aiding the spin if the sideslip is outward. 
(See re?oronce 12, fig. 2.) 

If the values of C, for all parts of the airplane 
more known, the prediction of the spin would depend on.tho 
Twlgebraic-sum of the individual values of Cn for each 
part for each angle of attack. In any estimate, f-or normal 
airglcncs, it will be found that a change in some-factors 
mill chmgo the yaring moment for some parts in a sense to 
opposo the skin; whereas, for other parts;the &T-f&c% Yill 
be rcvorsed so that the magnitude of the chan.go in cn for 
each part must be considered. 

The airplane least likely to s9i.n is one with a wing 
hcving large algebraic values of C, required and srn&ll 
nlgebraic values of sideslip. 

Ths foregoing discussion shows the manner in which the 
value of C, given by the fuselage and tail surfaces mzy 
be oxpccted to vary with sideslip. 
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Tho results of the analysis indicate that the Clark Y 
wing, if used on a conventional monoplane, would always be 
moro liable to give a dang-erous sgin than some one of the 
three nings investigated, The NiI1.C.A. 0009 and the N.A.*C.A. --= 
23018 wings could generally be equally good. -The N.A.C.A? - 
0009 wing usually gives a loner algebraic value of Cn rey .- 
quirod than the N.A.C.A. 23018 ning but it also has a loner 
.?lFseb,raic value of sideslip (more outward). The N.A.C.A. 
6718.v;ing may bQ superior to the other ?vingo investigated 

k3e - kye - 
crhcn tho value of ---- 

kZa - kXe 
is less than about 0.6 and 

(1) the airplane has large-fin area ahead of the cgntcr of 
gravity or (2) the fuselage and tail are so arranged that 
tho change in yawing moment rJith eTde,slip is small, . 

CONCLUSIONS 

The fallowing conclusions are indicated--by the analy- 
_- c 

sis presented for a conventional monoplano having a rec- 
tangular \?ing mi.th rounded tips: . 

1. A monoplane .having either tha N.A.C.A. 0009 vring 
or the X.A.C.A. 23018 win< appears to be loss liable to 
ssin dangerously than with either o-f the tmo other,nings 

kZa 'L kya 
tested oxcoDt the H.A.C.A. 6718 wing when --- < 

kZa - kXa 
about 0.6.and tho yaning momont.produced by the fuselage 
and tail surfaces does not change much with sideslipa 

2. For all conditions investigated, one or more of 
the three rrings tested was always superior to the Clark Y. 

3.’ The algebraic value of the sidesIi$ required for 
equilibrium in a spin increases (changes from an outj7ard 
to cLn inward direction) as the camber increases. 

: 

Langley Momori.zl Aeronautical Laboratory, 
Bntioncl Advisory Committoo for Aeronautics, 

Lnngloy Piold, Vn., Deccmbor 23, 1937. 

n 

. 
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c -i-ABLE I. 

‘AEkODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OE THE N.A.C.A. ‘0009 WONtPLANE WING ‘WIti 

fc ff I n-2 
ROUNDED TIPS 

-. -..-- 

Qe ‘C 9 C ad moment+ 01bwn ahut tha qeestacsd *-a,*t of the fader rvdrce ofthe wIni 

J 

Y 

.935 

:89% 
.766 
.563 

I..:4 
, ,224 
I.139 

::“s: 

0.861 

:Z 
.703 
.592 

:E 
.a86 
.7%J 
.59I 

I .Ol4 
I. 150 
I. I74 

.s7t 

.6”*9 

i.lC4 
I .454 
i .%7 
I .259 

0.010 
.009 
-001 
.oos 
.OOJ 

.023 .ooQ 

.oQo .006 

.037 006 

.045 ,007 

.OO! .OOd 
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